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TCD 72 

CONVEYOR / DRYER The Secap TCD 72 Vacuum Assist

Conveyor and Dryer System improves

the drying process by adding heat

and additional time for curing ink. The

addition of the TCD 72 to a printing

environment expands the capability

and versatility of  printing on materials

such as glossy and aqueous overcoated

media.



10 Clipper Road

West Conshohocken, PA

19428-2721

800.523.0320

610.825.6205

610.825.1397(fax)

www.secap.com

Available from your authorized and certified Secap dealer.

Ask about Secap’s complete line of mailstream solutions:

Conveyor

Speed:

Adjustable speed from 67 to 350fpm

Up to 36,000 #10 envelopes/hr. 

Drop Tray:

Adjustable from 5.2” to 11.2”

(transport belt to stacking surface)

Physical Characteristics:

Dimensions: 14”W x 69”L x 32-39”H

Weight: 167 lbs.

Power: 120 V.A.C. 50/60 Hz.               

Motor:

1/3 HP thermally protected 90 volt

Certification:

TUV, CE

Dryer

Watts:  2000                                      

Fans:

2-170 cfm fans

Physical Characteristics:

Dimensions:   5.7”W x 40.36”L x 5”H

Power:

Amp:  15

Voltage:  120 VAC

Certification:

TUV, CE

Specifications subject to change without notice.

TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS

Contact the dealer above or call 800.523.0320 for a Secap dealer near you.
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Reorder #40416   2/07

The TCD 72 features an integrated high-output vacuum

conveyor system with a 2000 watt dryer for enhancing the

inkjet drying process.

1.  Wide Format Perforated Belt

The TCD 6’ conveyor has a wide perforated anti-static belt

designed for optimum control stabilizing the material after

exiting the printer for smooth delivery to the drop stacking

tray.

2.  Control Panel

Variable speed dial controls the belt speed.

3.  2000 Watt Dryer

Four heat lamps and two fans improve the drying process.

The drying area of 5.5” W x 40” L allows additional time for

curing ink.   The dual stage vacuum assist system

enhances the inkjet drying process allowing you to print on

glossy and overcoated media.

4.  Material Control Guides

Material control stop and guides direct the material on the

conveyor and down into the drop stacker.

5.  Adjustable Stand

The conveyor is mounted on an adjustable stand allowing

for easy alignment and setup with your equipment.  The

conveyor/dryer stand shown above is adjacent to the

SA5300 desktop printer.  The stand has locking casters to

secure the product in place.

6.  Drop Stacking Tray

The adjustable drop stacking tray accommodates material

ranging from 3” x 5” cards up to 10” x 13” material. 

The TCD 72 is an ideal solution for customers printing on

glossy and coated stock.  It improves the drying speed of HP

Versatile Black and assists in the drying of Secap Picaso™ ink

printed on aqueous overcoated media.
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DETAILS

TCD 72 shown with SA5300

high speed inkjet printer


